CrossLink Magnetic Stripe CardSlide
CrossLink Offers the Operator a Way to Keep Coin and Accept Credit Cards,
Debit Cards, and Store Brand Loyalty Cards.
CrossLink - 11-020-XXX

A CrossLink CardSlide can be mounted on any coin operated
washer or dryer and will accept loyalty cards, and credit or debit
cards to start the machine. The external device with which the
public interacts is an economical plastic card swipe while the more
complex and costly CardSlide electronics reside safely inside of the
machine.
Every CrossLink CardSlide in the laundry is connected to the
Internet through reliable wireless technology provided in the ESD
communication package which is linked to an Internet Service
Provider (ISP). In some locations where the Internet is not readily
available an air card can be used. The versatility of CrossLink is
that if the Internet goes off-line for any reason, the machine will
continue to accept coins.
ESD’s MyLaundryLink cloud hosted website makes it possible for
an operator to monitor and interact with each machine in the
laundry. This not only presents full real time accountability of all
revenue, coin and card, but it also permits control over the reader’s
programming, all from a remote computer or mobile device.

CrossLink Magnetic Stripe CardSlide
Benefits:
Durable Construction
Easy Installation
Quarters, Credit Cards, Debit Cards, and
Loyalty Cards on the Same Machine
Accepts all Major Credit and Debit Card
Specific Readers Available for Most
Brands

LISTED

UL Listed to the U.S. and
Canadian Safety Standards.
Prices and Specifications
Are Subject to Change Without Notice.
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CrossLink Magnetic Stripe CardSlide
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Operates on 12 vdc

Mounting Options

Option 1 – Mounts in a Case on Machine and
Uses SmartLink Bezel
Option 2 – Uses External Swipe with Machine Display
1.

2.

An external
xternal
ternal swipe is mounted on the face of most machines with wiring distributed through small holes
provided during the installation. In place of the external swipe, some brands may require an external case and
utilize a SmartLink style bezel with a display to be mounted on the top of the machine.
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